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Introduction: 
• The Isolated Contingency (Traditional) Functional Analysis (Iwata, Dorsey, Slifer, Bauman, & Rachlin, 1982/1994):

multiple test conditions with a single establishing operation and delivery of a single putative reinforcer contingent on
problem behavior.

o Evaluates independent-effects: behavior is primarily sensitive to one or more sources of reinforcement, with no
additional effects when combined with other putative reinforcers.

• The Synthesized Contingency Functional Analysis (Hanley et al., 2014): single test condition with multiple establishing
operations and simultaneous delivery of multiple putative reinforcers contingent on problem behavior.

o Informed by an open-ended interview with caregivers.
o Evaluates interactive-effects: behavior is sensitive to the combined effects of multiple reinforcers.

• Fisher et al. (2016), Greer et al. (2019), and Slaton et al. (2017) are the only three comparative studies to date: data suggest
that the traditional FA is sufficient for identifying functional reinforcers with primarily independent effects on problem
behavior, whereas the synthesized contingency FA produces false positives (i.e., arbitrary reinforcers) with no additional
evidence of interactive effects.

• Purpose: evaluate and compare the results of isolated and synthesized contingency functional analyses, with test conditions
in both types of FAs being informed by an open-ended interview with caregivers.

Methods: 
• Participants and Setting: individuals referred to a university-based ABA clinic for severe problem behavior

o Katie: 3-year-old female with severe aggression and SIB; diagnosed with generalized convulsive epilepsy
o Martin: 14-year-old male with severe aggression and SIB; diagnosed with ASD
o Corey: 6-year-old female with severe aggression; diagnoses included ADHD, other specified congenital

malformations, and pica of infancy and childhood
o Individual padded therapy room with single table and chair

• An open-ended interview was conducted prior to assessment following procedures from Hanley (2012).
• An unstructured descriptive assessment was conducted with caregivers to identify potential EOs and reinforcers that typically

occur in naturalistic interactions.
• Structured descriptive assessment: putative reinforcement contingencies were systematically presented and their effects on

problem behavior evaluated (Fisher et al., 2016).
o Used to verify that no putative EOs or reinforcers were excluded from the FA conditions.

• An extended-alone condition was conducted prior to the first FA session to rule out automatic reinforcement (Querim et al.,
2013).

o Problem behavior decreased and remained at zero for all participants, indicating control by socially-mediated
consequences.

• A multielement design was used for both FAs. A reversal design was used to compare the results from the isolated and
synthesized FAs.

• The order of synthesized and isolated FAs was counterbalanced across participants, and the order of conditions was
randomized in the isolated FA.

• 5 min sessions
• Isolated FA:

o Katie: attention, tangible, and control.
o Martin: attention, tangible, escape, and control.
o Corey: tangible, escape, and control.
o Single EO and 30 s access to a single reinforcer contingent on PB.

• Synthesized FA:
o Katie: combined attention-and-tangible and control.
o Martin: combined escape-to-attention-and-tangible and control.
o Corey: combined escape-to-tangible and control.
o All relevant EOs and 30 s access to all putative reinforcers contingent on PB.

• Single-Condition Evaluations: components of the synthesized contingency suspected to be arbitrary were included in an
extended single-condition evaluation, with reversals when relevant. The session was continued until responding decreased to
zero or reached a steady-state.

Results and Discussion: 
• Katie:

o Isolated: high rates of aggression only during the tangible condition. For SIB, rates were high in both the tangible
and attention condition, with low or zero rates of SIB in the control condition.

o Synthesized: high rates of both aggression and SIB only in the test condition.



o Single-Condition (Attention): SIB decreased and remained at zero by the fourth minute, suggesting attention was 
not a reinforcer 

 
• Martin: 

o Synthesized: low level of SIB in the test condition and no SIB in the control. Little to no aggression was observed 
across test and control conditions.  

o Isolated: higher rates of SIB were observed in the escape condition compared to the other conditions. Highest rates 
of SIB in the escape. Inconsistent levels of aggression across escape, tangible and attention conditions.  

o Single-Condition Attention: SIB and aggression were initially elevated in the control condition but decreased to 0 
and did not reemerge in the attention condition, suggesting attention was not a reinforcer. 

o Single-Condition Tangible: SIB was elevated in the tangible condition, and at 0 in the control.  Aggression was at 
0 in both conditions. 

 
• Corey: 

o Isolated: aggression only high in escape condition during first phase, but tangible function emerged in the second 
phase after being exposed to the combined contingency, suggesting an iatrogenic effect. 

o Synthesized: aggression only high in the test condition. 
 

• Data from all participants are consistent with the assumption that putative contingencies primarily function independently to 
maintain problem behavior. Specifically, there were no additional interactive-effects produced during the synthesized FA. 

• In general, differentiation was obtained quicker during the synthesized FA; however, it appears the synthesized FA produced 
false-positives for identifying functional reinforcers (specifically, attention was not a functional reinforcer for either 
participant) or possible iatrogenic effects. 

• Single-condition evaluations conducted minute-by-minute identified (and ruled-out) reinforcers in less than 25 minutes. This 
approach may be useful and efficient in determining functional reinforcers.  A limitation of this study is that this was done 
after a synthesized condition, which may have introduced iatrogenic effecst. 

• A comparative treatment analysis is necessary to determine the efficacy of functional and arbitrary reinforcers in a functional 
communication intervention. 
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Introduction

Isolated Contingency (Traditional) Functional 
Analysis (Iwata, Dorsey, Slifer, Bauman, & 
Rachlin, 1982/1994): 
• Multiple test conditions involving a single

establishing operation and delivery of a
single putative reinforcer contingent on
problem behavior

Synthesized Contingency Functional Analysis 
(Hanley et al., 2014):
• Single test condition involving multiple

establishing operations and simultaneous
delivery of multiple putative reinforcers
contingent on problem behavior

Purpose: evaluate and compare the results of 
isolated and synthesized contingency 
functional analyses, with test conditions in 
both types of FAs being informed by an open-
ended interview with caregivers

Methods

• 3 participants with aggression and/or SIB
• Open-ended interview (Hanley, 2012)
• Unstructured descriptive assessment with

caregiver
• Structured descriptive assessment with

therapist
• Extended-alone
• 5 min FA sessions
• Isolated: a single EO and 30 s access to a

single reinforcer contingent on PB
• Synthesized: all relevant EOs and 30 s access

to all putative reinforcers contingent on PB
• Single-condition evaluations (Katie and

Martin)

Results

Our data suggest…

Consequences function independently 
to maintain problem behavior

Synthesized FAs identified arbitrary 
reinforcers and may cause iatrogenic 

effects.
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